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One more, one less, ten more, ten less  Audience: K-2

For students:

Roll a dice or choose any number and write it in the 
grey box.

Write the number that is one more (the number after) 
in the white box on the right.

Write the number that is one less (the number before) 
in the white box on the left.

Write the number that is ten more in the white box 
under the grey box.

Write the number that is ten less in the white box 
above the grey box.

Example,

For parents: 

Ask your child:

1. How do you know?

2. Explain your thinking?
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Overview of task

The student rolls a dice or chooses a number. The 
number is written in the grey square. The student 
fills in the squares by identifying one more, one 
less, ten more and ten less. 

Links to syllabus and progressions

MA1-3WM Supports conclusions by explaining or 
demonstrating how answers were obtained
MA1-4NA Apply place value, informally to count, 
order, read and represent two and three- digit 
numbers
MA1-5NA Uses a range of strategies and informal 
recording methods for addition and subtraction 
involving one and two-digit numbers
Progression links:
QuN7: Recognises numerals from a given range 
from 0-100
QuN8: counts forwards and backwards off the 
decade

Why use this task?

This task allows the opportunity for counting forwards and backwards by 
ones and tens. It builds skills in counting in place value parts. Working 
flexibly with hundreds charts provides a visual guide for learners which 
can support them in other areas of number.

Task variation

• Students will need an understanding of a hundreds chart and its
patterns

• Use a hundreds chart as a scaffold to identify the one more, one
less, ten more, ten less patterns

• The grid can be used for any range of numbers.
• Parent or teacher can modify to ten more, ten less, hundred more, 

hundred less.
• Number tiles can be extended.
• A blank hundreds chart can be used.
• A complete hundreds chart can be used to support students.

Target audience: K-2

Things to consider


